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Abstract 
We analyze the simulated annealing algorithm with an energy function Ut that depends on 
time. Assuming some regularity conditions on U, (especially that U, does not change too quickly 
in time), and choosing a logarithmic ooling schedule for the algorithm, we derive bounds on 
the Radon-Nikodym density of the distribution of the annealing algorithm at time t with rcspecl 
to the invariant measure =, at time t. Moreover, we estimate the entrance time of the algorithm 
into typical subsets V of the state space in terms of 7r,(VC). 
Ke)'words': Simulated annealing; Sobolev inequalities: Spectral gap; Markov processes 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a finite set. The well-known simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is an 
inhomogeneous Markov process Yt on X with the aim to minimize a given function 
U : X ~ {R. The idea behind SA is to think of U as an energy function and to 
choose the Markov process in such a way that the corresponding time-homogeneous 
Markov process at time t has at its invariant measure rrt, the Gibbs distribution with 
energy U at temperature 1~fit. So, if [Jr diverges to infinity in the limit for large times 
the invariant measure becomes concentrated on the set of minima of U. On the other 
hand, one has to "freeze" the process slowly enough to guarantee convergence of its 
distribution at time t towards equilibrium. 
Since the introduction of SA by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) it has tbund a wide range 
of applications (see Geman and Geman, 1984; Vidal, 1993), and the problems men- 
tioned above, i.e. the optimal choice of [Jt and the asymptotic behavior of SA haw: 
been studied by several authors. The problem of an asymptotically optima[ "cooling 
schedule" (i.e. the dependence of [~, from t) has been settled by Hajek (1988), who 
showed the optimality of a logarithmic freezing schedule [4~ = ( l /m) log(A +Bt) ,  where 
A and B are positive constants and m is, roughly speaking, the largest hill to be climbed 
to reach the global minimum. 
The rate of convergence has been investigated by Gidas (1985) and Mitra et al. 
(1985) on the basis of  Dobrushin coefficients for Markov chains. Catoni (1990) has 
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obtained bounds of the type P(Yt /> E) ~< O(t -~) by using Freidlin-Wentzell techniques 
(see Freidlin and Wentzell, 1984) on perturbed ynamical systems. 
Holley and Stroock (1988) were able to give bounds for Px(Yt = y ) /n t (y )  for 
reversible SA processes based on Sobolev inequalities. Additionally, they obtained sharp 
estimates for the spectral gap of the operators associated to the SA process. Based on 
refined spectral gap estimates, G6tze (1992) proved effective bounds for the waiting 
time of escaping from an unlikely set (i.e. a set of high energy). These techniques 
were generalized by Deuschel and Mazza (1994) to Markov processes on finite sets 
similar to SA. 
In this paper we are going to analyze that variant of the SA algorithm, where U 
depends on t, i.e. U = Ut. These processes have first been studied by Frigerio and 
Grillo (1993). Not only they are a natural generalization of SA, but also they can be 
regarded as a discrete version of quantum diffusions (see Frigerio and Grillo, 1993, 
Section 4). 
Moreover, SA can be thought of as the simplest form of a genetic algorithm: A 
population - consisting of one individual only - creates a child, and if this child is 
better than its ancestor in terms of the "fitness function" U it is accepted and the 
ancestor dies, otherwise it is accepted with a certain probability (the reader is referred 
to the book of Holland (1975) for an introduction and a survey on these algorithms and 
to the paper by the author (1996) for an application of the L2-techniques to a wide class 
of genetic algorithms). In such a model the time dependence of U comes up naturally, 
e.g., if one thinks of the fitness of an individual being given by its environment, hat 
usually changes in time. 
A more concrete situation where our results apply comes from the theory of neural 
networks. The Hopfield model of neural networks (introduced by Hopfield, 1982) con- 
nects the ideas of neural computing with those of statistical mechanics. The basic idea 
behind this model is to choose the information to be stored - which usually is referred 
to as patterns - as the local minima of an appropriate Hamiltonian (this is going to 
be made more formal in the next section) on the set {1,. . . ,N} which is thought of 
as the set of neurons. According to the other rules of neural networks, this only is 
possible up to a certain accuracy depending on the number of patterns to be stored. 
If  this number is less than N/6 log N the patterns are the exact local minima of the 
Hamiltonian and hence noised patterns can be retrieved by a gradient dynamics on the 
energy landscape given by the Hamiltonian. But if the number of patterns grows like 
c~N for an c~ ~< 0.085 the energy landscape becomes much more difficult and it only can 
be shown that the patterns are surrounded by an energy barrier of height proportional 
to N (see Talagrand, 1995). In these situations a stochastic retrieval dynamics like 
SA has been proposed (see e.g. Aarts and Kost, 1989). Now in some situations one 
would like the Hopfield model not only to recognize single patterns but deterministic 
sequences of patterns and to show each element of the sequence for a certain period of 
time and then jump to the next element (see e.g. van Hemmen and Kiihn, 1991). This 
leads to a Hamiltonian (or energy function) that depends on time. The corresponding 
retrieval dynamics is SA with an energy function that varies in time. 
Frigerio and Grillo (1993) proved that for SA with time-dependent energy function 
the distribution of the process and its invariant measure become indistinguishable in the 
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weak topology for large times t, if the following catalogue of conditions is fulfilled: 
the SA process is driven by a bistochastic matrix, Ut(x) is uniformly bounded in x and 
t by a nonnegative number M and has a derivative with respect o t bounded by C/t ~ 
for some C,~ > 0, the generator Lt associated to the process at time t admits a bound 
on its spectral gap of the form ye I]'m for some 7, m > 0, and a logarithmic cooling 
schedule [J~ = (1/h)log(1 +t )  with h > m and m/h < ~ is chosen. These conditions, thai 
are especially satisfied when Ut admits an uniform limit U-~ look rather natural from ~i~ 
point of view of Sobolev inequalities and spectral gap estimates. On the one hand, one 
has chosen a cooling schedule that also is close to optimal, when U is constant in t 
On the other hand, in some sense m and M are the only values which enter in these 
techniques for time-independent energy function. So if the variation of  U~ is moderate 
one should expect spectral gap estimates to work. 
The aim of this paper is to show that under the conditions formulated by Frigcrio 
and Grillo (1993) this is indeed the case. By Sobolev inequalities we obtain bounds fi~r 
the density of the distribution of the process with respect o the invariant distribution 
at time t and are able to analyze the speed of convergence towards equilibrium. I~ 
turns out the conditions formulated above cannot essentially be weakened. Our main 
tools for this approach are those of Holley and Stroock (1988) and G6tze (1992). In 
our results we benefit from the major advantage of the Sobolev inequality approach 
over the other approaches in that we get explicit bounds for the waiting time of the 
algorithm to enter sets of high probability (which especially means that we get explicit 
constants in these bounds), This brings the results of Frigerio and Grillo (1993) into 
an applicable form. 
We organize the rest of the paper in the following way. Section 2 contains our 
basic definitions and a formal description of  the model. In Section 3 we describe the 
behavior of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the distribution of the process at time t 
with respect o the Gibbs distribution at that time with the help of Sobolev inequalitie~ 
and check, under which conditions these are fulfilled. Moreover, we use spectral gap 
estimates to bound the probability of large entrance times into typical sets. 
2. The model 
Let us now give a formal description of the algorithm we have in mind. To this 
end for each x C X, let q(x,.) be a probability distribution on X. Assume that the 
random walk associated with q(x,y)  is irreducible (i.e. for all pairs x. v ~ X there 
is a number n := n(x,y)  such that q~(x,y) > 0 where we have put q'~(x,y) =: 
~:.exq(X,z)qn- I (z ,y) ) .  Moreover, for simplicity, we assume that q(x,y)  is time- 
reversible with respect o a probability measure 7z on X, i.e. 
~(x,y)  := 7r(x)q(x,y) = ~(y)q( v,x) ,~(y,x) ( I )  
for all x, y ~ X. Note that ~ is q-stationary and therefore irreducibility of q implies that 
charges every point in X. This assumption of reversibility often makes life easier in 
convergence theorems for stochastic processes. On the other hand, a comparison of the 
spectral gap estimates for time homogeneous, reversible Markov chains by Diaconis 
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and Stroock (1991) with those for homogeneous, irreversible chains by Fill (1991) 
shows that there is some hope to drop the reversibility condition in future work. 
Let (Ut)te~+ be a family of functions Ut : X ---+ N. Moreover, let us assume that 
t ~ fit is a monotonely increasing function in t, which is strictly positive (fit will play 
the role of  the inverse temperature at time t). Corresponding to q, Ut, and fit we may 
define a transition probability qt(x, y)  by 
exp( - f l t (U , (y)  - U1(x))+)q(x, y)  if x ¢ y, 
qt(x,y)  = 1 - y~z#yq,(x,z)  i f x  = y. (2) 
where we have put (x) + := max(x, 0). 
It is easy to check that qt is reversible with respect o the Gibbs measure nt (with 
reference measure ~) with energy Ut at inverse temperature fit defined by 
e-[~,u,(y) 
~t(y) . -  - -  ~(y), (3) 
L 
where Zt := Y~v e-/~'u'o')~(Y) is the partition function. Note also that qt again is 
irreducible and reversible and that =t is its stationary distribution, or, equivalently, that 
the operator Qt given by 
[Q,~](x) := E ~(y)q,(x, y), x • x (4) 
)'fiX 
is a self-adjoint contraction on LX(~t). 
I f  we now define the operator Lt := Qt - I  on L2(~zt), i.e. 
ILeal(x) := E (a,(y) - , f (x) )q, (x ,y) ,  x • X, (5) 
yCX 
we are able to describe the continuous time SA algorithm. Namely, let its transition 
probabilities P~,t(x, y), i.e. the probabilities to arrive in y at time t when starting in x 
at time s for s ~< t be given by the Fokker-Planck equation 
C 
~[P~,t~/'](x) = [P.~.t[Lt~b]](x) for s < t (6) 
and 
[Ps, s~](x) := ~(x) 
for ~ : X -~ R. Here 
[P,,t@](x) := ~ @(y)Ps, t(x,y),  x C X. 
yEX 
Let us reserve the symbol Yt for the process described by (6). The intuitive meaning 
of (6) is that starting in x at time s the process waits for exponential time with mean 
one and then chooses a neighbor y according to q(x, y). If then Ut(y) <~ Ut(x) (where 
t is the instantaneous time after having waited) the algorithm moves to y. Otherwise, 
it moves to y with probability exp( - f l t (Ut (y)  - U,(x))) and stays in x with probability 
1 exp( - f l t (Ut (y)  - Ut(x))). Obviously, this is the continuous time analogue of the 
ordinary discrete time SA process where we have chosen U to depend on the time. 
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The advantage of using continuous time instead of discrete time becomes especially 
apparent when studying the time evolution of  ./), the Radon-Nikodym derivative of 
the distribution of Yt with respect to 7r~, which then can be described by means of 
differential equations instead of difference equations that are harder to solve. 
Let us remark that together with {._)t also Lt is a self-adjoint operator on L2(n:) with 
largest eigenvalue 0. Due to the irreducibility of qt the eigenspace of the cigcnvalue 0 is 
one-dimensional nd the constants are the only eigenfunctions. The key observation on 
which most of the tbllowing techniques are based is the relation of the second smallest 
eigenvalue ).: of - L :  and the Dirichlet form associated with Lr. This relation is given 
by 
{ ~,,(4~, 4,). } 
).: inf Var;(qb) 4) : X --, [R non-constant . 7) 
Here 
1 ~) 
is the discrete Dirichlet form associated to Lt, (., .), denotes the scalar product in Lz(r b ), 
Vart(@) is the variance of q> with respect o 7r~ and :~t is given by 
:~,(x,y) : n, (x)q , (x ,y)  = n , (y )q , (y ,x )  = ~,(y,.r). (9) 
Note that d: is related to the Dirichlet form 80(q~, 4~) := ~, .  ,ex ½(4>(x) @(y))=z<(_r, y) 
via the relation 
:',(cI),eb) ~ (4)(x) - cl)(y))X~(x, y)  exp(-[4'n lax(U:(x) '  U ' (y) ) )  
.,-. r~ x 2Zt 
10 ) 
Eq. (7) is derived by the well-known variational characterization of eigenvalues see 
e.g. Homer and Johnson, 1985). 
For the rest of the paper let us assume that the (U:)t fulfill the following conditions: 
First we may, without loss of generality, assume that minxUr(x) 0 ibr all t ¢ E . 
Moreover, let us choose such sequences of energy functions that there exist universal 
constants 7 ~> 0 and c~, C, m,M > 0 such that 
and 
0 <. U , (x )<~M for a l l x¢X ,  for all t ~>0. 
~U, (x )  c ~< ( l+t )  ~ for a l l xcX ,  
11 
i-> 
2: >~re --/~'m for all t >t0. 13 
We will conclude this section with the observation that assumption (13) is automatically 
fulfilled if we choose m similar to Hajek (1988) as the maximal hill to be climbed at 
any time to reach to global minimum. More formally, for fixed t and any two points 
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x ,y  E X let us call a sequence (xi)l<~i<~k a path from x to y, if  xl = x, xk = y and 
qt(xi- l ,xi) > 0 for all i = 2 . . . . .  k. Define 
mr(x) := min{E/> 0 : 3x ¢ y E Y with Ut(y) <~ Ut(x) 
and a path (xi)l <~i<~k from x to y with 
Ut(xi) <~ Ut(x) + E for all 1 <~ i <<. k}. 
Finally, put 
m t :---- rain mt(x). (14) 
xEX 
With these definitions we are able to give the precise order (up to a factor) of the 
spectral gap 2t: 
Theorem 2.1. There exist constants 7, F > 0 such that Jbr all t >~ 0 
7e -l~'m' ~ )~t ~ Fe -/3'm'. (15) 
Proof. Note that the statement of  Theorem 2.1 is the analogue to the spectral gap 
estimate Theorem 2.1 in Holley and Stroock (1988) for the ordinary SA. As a matter 
of  fact, since we analyze the spectral gap of the instantaneous time operator Lt, which 
does not "feel" the change of Ut in t, the proof stays the same for our case. Since we 
are not going to make use of the upper bound in the rest of the paper, we will skip 
its proof here. 
The proof of the lower bound follows the lines of  the proof of Lemma 2.7 in Hotley 
and Stroock (1988). By (7) it suffices to show the existence of a constant 7, such that 
for all t, and for all f :X  ~ [~ 
gt ( f ,  f )  _ -~xeX f (x)[Lt f ] (x)~,(x)  >~ 7e_l~,m," (16) 
Var t ( f )  Var , ( f )  
This is done by bounding the variance as follows: For any two x, y C X take a path 
p~'Y with vertices p~'Y(i) from x to y such that 
X ~' • max U,(p~'Y(i))= rain max Ut(~t ( J)) ,  
p~"(i) o~"' O~'"(J) 
where the ~'Y are paths from x to y with vertices Q~'Y(j). Let nt(x, y) be the length 
of p~'Y and put 
Nt := max nt(x, y). 
x, yEX 
We introduce the indicator 
X,  ~' • 1 if there exists 0 <~ i <<. nt(x,y) " p~'Y(i) = z and Pt " (t + 1) = w, 
Ztz'w(X'Y) = 0 otherwise. 
In the following we put Z~,w(X, y)/a(x, y)  = 0 if Z~,w(X, y)  = 0. Then for any f : X ~ 
2Var t ( f )  -- ~ ( f (x )  - f (y) )2~t(x)~t(y)  
x, yEX 
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f n,(x v) ,~ 2 
f(P, '  0 ) ) -  f(P~'"(i 1)) ~r,(x)Tr, ty) ) 
r ,  )CX = 
n,(x,y) 
<~ ~ nt(x,y) ~ ~ . . . .  - f (P t  (' 1 ( t iP ,  0) )  - )))27r,(x)~z,(Y) 
~c, ~X i=1 
by Jensen's inequality. Therefore, 
2Var , ( f )  ~< Nt ~ Ztaw(X,y)(f(z)-f(w))2e /~'ma×lC"t:)'c"iw))~(z,w) 
V, .V, 2, W CX 
~c,(x)~c,O') 
X e /J, maxW'(")'°"(w)~zffz, w) 
~< Nt [max ~ t ~zt(x)Trt(y)Zt ] "Zz.w(X, y) , :,wGX x yEA"  e-v'max(U'(zl" U'(wl)~(Z, w)  
[ z, wCX )2 e-fl . . . . .  (U:(:), Udw))~(Z, W'} ] × ~ (f(~)-,,(w), Z ] ~7',, 
Since Nt is bounded by the size of the vertex set IXl (because of irreducibility) and 
the second term in brackets in (17) is twice the Dirichlet form dr(f  , f )  (due to (10)) 
it suffices to calculate that 
rc,( x )~,( y )z~ 
%=,.(x. y) e-iS, max(Ut(z), U,(wJ)o~(Z, W) 
Z~.,.(x,y) rc(x)~z(y)efl, ( . . . .  (U,(zl, b~(w)) U,(~)--CAy)) 
~(z, w) Z~ 
[Z~,w('~ Y )  t x TC(X)7[(V) . . . .  1 
~< e '  .... , 
L ~(z,w) min~:cxTr(v) j " 
since by definition mt ~> (max(Ut(z), Ut(w)) Ut(x)-  Ut(y)) whenever )~,,.(x, y) 1 
for all x, y,z, w E X. Since [Z~,w(X, y)/zffz, w) 7c(x)~(y)/min,,cxTr(v)] is bounded inde-- 
pendently of t, this proves the lower bound. [] 
Remark 2.2. Note that under condition (2.11), especially m := maxt m, exists and 
theretbre we obtain 
2t >~ 7e /S,m 
for all t. 
3. Convergence of the algorithm via Sobolev inequalities 
In this section we are going to analyze the behavior of the density of the distribution 
of the process with respect o the invariant measure on the basis of a Sobolev inequality, 
which we first assume and then show to hold true. The results of this section are 
similar to those for ordinary SA proved by Holley and Stroock (1988). Like them 
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we start with a result on a differential inequality, on which the rest of the section is 
based. 
Lemma 3.1. Let a, b, c, F: be non-negative numbers with a > 0 und E > 0, und let 
0 < y < 1. Let u be u differentiable function u : iw+ + [w: ji@ing 
‘I [-au’+’ + bu + CU”~] 
for t > 0 (where we adopt the convention that primes denote derivatives with respect 





a 1 - exp(si,/( 1 - n))( 1 - (1 + t)‘-‘7)) 1 ’ 
where A := max(b, a + c). 
Remark 3.2. Lemma 3.1 generalizes Lemma 2.1 in Holley and Stroock (1988) where 
yI = 1. Our proof is similar. 
Proof. Put o(t) := 2(U(t))‘/2. Then 
u’(t) 
v’(t) = (U(t))l.2 
< (&)‘I [-a (9)“’ +b!$! +c] 
= (&)’ [-a (1 + (u)“2’) +bF+a+c] 
< (&)‘7[$(l+$))1+2C+A(t+~)]. 
Set w(t) := (1 + v(t)/2)exp(-;1./2(1 + t)‘-‘r/(1 - q)). Then 
Define z(t) := (w(t))-2” and obtain 
-2EO’(t) 
z’(t) = (w(t))l+2”’ 
and therefore 
z’(t) < F exp (;:i(’ :1’:,-“) (i:r>“. L 
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Hence ,  
• ~777 \ I  +,~/ d,,, 
.(I t t )  I 'C'(1--Jl) / 
/ exp(c2s) ds 
4~: ,:l (1 )  
24,: I (c). I I 'l)] i -7 /  / exp . 
Recalling the definitions of  z,w and v this yields 
exp(c : ( l+t ) ' - '7 )  a -exp(c ; ( l+ / ) '  ':" ~ (c2 1 
1- )1  ) (u ( t ) )  ' :>  /.4, ~ - 1 11 ,_ 1Z~ j exp /A' 
which implies 
u(t) ~ 1 exp((c2/(l - q))(l -- (1 + l)l--'l)) 'i~ 
To make use of Lemma 3.1, let us assume that the following hypothesis on the SA 
are fulfilled: There is a 0 `< q 4 1 and 
(A1) There is a constant B < ~c, and such that 
B 
I~:a4 + I~,R, ` < 2(1 +t  
where R~ : sup,. U,'(x) for all t ~> 0. 
(A2) There is a constant A and a 2 < p < ~ such that for all : >~ 0 
I I I  </),ll-',,., -< A(] -- t )%( f ,  f )  
['or all f c  Ln(=t), where {.), denotes expectation with respect to =~ and I!-Ii:,., denotes 
the norm in LI~(=t). 
The l'o]]owing ]emma shows that condition (A2) also implies a bound for I f -  <. / >,lie.,. 
Lemma 3.3. / f  (A2) holds" then.lbr all f C L2(=t) 
!/),II~., .<,4(i ÷t ) "<( j , / ) l l f  (f.>,il,'.,. 
Proof. Use H6]der's inequality as in the proof of Lemma 1.5 of Holley and Stroock 
(1988). [] 
Next we combine Lemma 3.1 and assumption (A l) as well as the Sobolev in- 
equality (A2) together with Lemma 3.3 to bound the density of the distribution of" 
the process at time t with respect to the invariant measure at time t. To this end 
set  
&(Y, = y) 
,Ii(.)'). 7r,(y) 
where x is any starting point of the SA process. 
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Lemmn 3.4. Assume that hypotheses (A1) and (A2) are fulfilled and set ~ := (p - 
2)/p as well as 
K := 4~(I + 2AB4~) ( I  _exp (-e(eBI-+-2/(A4~)))  1 
Then 
IIf, l12,, ~ 1 +Id/~': 
for all startin9 points x C X after a waitin9 time of t >~ 2"- I _ 1. 
Proof. Note that 
d 
aTz, = -z,(~;(u,), + ~,(~'),). 
Therefore, 
~7~,(y) = -~, (y ) ( /~O, (y )  + #,Of(y) ) ,  
where Ut(y) := Ut(y) - (U,}t. Using the Fokker-Planck equations (2.6) we arrive at 
1 _ q_ t ft(y)(fltOt(y) + /JflQi(y)). d f i (y) -  ~ (ft(z) f,(y))o~t(z,y) rt,(y) z~X 
Putting u ( t ) :=  IIf, - lll~,t = IIf, l l L -  1, this implies 
u'(t) -2gt ( f t ,  f t )  -}- ~ 2 , ^ ^t = f,  (y ) (p ,O , (y )  + [~,U,(y)),~,(y) 
ycX 
= -2gt ( f , , f t )  + ~ (ft(y) - 1)2(fl[Lf,(y) - ] -  [JtOi(y))7"r.t(y) 
yCX 
+2 ~ (ft(y) - l)(fl~Ot(y) + fitOi(y))~,(y ) 
),'EX 
~< -2g~t(ft, f t )  + ~ (ft(y) -- 1)22(fi;M + fltRt)Tzt(y) 
yEX 
+2 Z (ft(Y) - 1)2(fl~M + fltR,)zct(y) 
.vCX 
<~ (1~)"[~474 ul+~+2Bu+4Bul'/2]. 
Thus, the estimate of the lemma follows from Lemma 3.1. [] 
It remains to show that under conditions (2.11) (2.13) we have modeled the SA in 
such a way that assumptions (A1) and (A2) are fulfilled. This is the content of the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. Under the assumptions (2.11)-(2.13) Jor any p > 2 there exists a cool- 
ing schedule fit such that the associated SA algorithm satisfies (A1) and (A2). 
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Proof. We follow the ideas of  the proof of Theorem 2.11 in Holley and Stroock 
(1988) .  So we choose ~/< ~ and ~ according to assumption (2.12) and we put 
fir q l og ( l+t ) ,  
m+~:  
where r (p  2) /pM. Now for any fixed t ~> 0, on the one hand, we have 
~/M log( 1 + t )'~ C 
#;v + #,R, ~ + 
(m +,:)(1 + t) m+c ( l+t )  ~ 
1 
const. - -  
(1 +t ) " '  
with a constant depending on ~/ for any 0 < q < :~. On the other hand, for ever> 
, f ' :X - - ,~  
( f (y )  (.i'),);'=,(y) - ~ ( f (y )  (.f),)21(.f(3') (.r),)l" ~>~,(.v) 
vC);" yG~" 
~< ~ ( . l (m) -  (.rb,)e~,(.v)li(.t (./>,)11~ ,, 2 
vEX 
<~ !e"m'a , ( f , f ) l l / -  U), I I  v 2 
7 
where the last inequality follows from (2.16). 
Since Z, ~ 1 we obtain 
I l l -  (.f),ll~e /~"vt min re(x) ~< I l l -  (f),ll<% rain rrr(X) ~ I1.t- (.¢>,llv.,. 
x~X rEX 
Hence, 
p - 2 
II.f (.r),ll~',., ~< lem/J'gr(f f )e  ij'M~p 2).'s, I I . / -  (.l),llv., 
(min,~+vTt(x))(v-z) l '  
Thus, for the finite constant A = l /7 (min .z r (x ) )  p 2,,p 
I I/ (.r),ll~,.,., <~ Ae l J ' (m+~t~, ( . f ,  f )  • 
So the choice of fir and +~ implies the statement of the lemma. U 
Summarizing we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Let Yr be the SA process with time-dependent energy /Unction U:. 
Under conditions (2.11)-(2.13) the cooling schedule fit = (q/(m + ~:))log(l + t) with 
0 <," r/ < :~ implies the Jbllowing bound on the Radon-Nikodym density .If(y) := 
P,(Y, = y)/Tq(y) : 
II.D(.v)ll2., ~ 1 + K ,'2+: 
jbr t >~ e I ' l -  1, and any starting point x c X. Here the constants r and K are ehose#t 
accordinq to lemmas above. 
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Remarks 3.7. (1) Following the same ideas as in Holley and Stroock (1988, Section 2), 
it is possible to derive uniform bounds for ft as well. We omit a detailed discussion 
here. 
(2) The conditions of Theorem 3.6 are not only sufficient to bound ft in LZ(Jct) 
(and therefore to ensure convergence of the algorithm), but also are nearly necessary 
conditions to make SA sensible. Especially if mr, and therefore any bound on Ut, 
diverges to infinity with t ---+ ec even the cooling schedule fit = (a/m)log(1 +t) ,  which 
we expect to be optimal, is in fact a "heating" schedule, i.e. fit -+ 0 and therefore the 
equilibrium measures at time t converge to the uniform distribution on X. Obviously, 
in this situation SA does not make sense any longer. Also note that M being finite 
does not imply that M[ = 0 (where MI = supx Ut(x)), but only that, roughly speaking, 
M/ ~< t-~ for some 6 > 1, i.e. Mt changes noticeably slower than Ut does. 
(3) Note that if in condition (2.12) ~ > 1Ur admits a limit (for t ~ oc) U:~. As 
one would expect, SA, with time-dependent energy function Ut, then asymptotically 
behaves like SA with energy function U~. 
Let us finally show, how to use Theorem 3.6 to derive a bound on the entrance time 
of the algorithm into typical sets. Note that the following theorem especially becomes 
interesting, when the minima of Ut become concentrated on a subset V CX.  
Theorem 3.8. Let V C X and denote by ~,~ the first entrance time of  the algorithm 
into V c when starting in x E V. Then under the conditions and with the notations of  
Theorem 3.6 
P(rv~ > t) ~< (1 +KI/2':)Tr]/2(V) + n~(V) 
for  t >~ 2" 1 -1 .  
Proof. We have 
P(Tw > t) = P(Y, ff V Vs <. t) 
~< inf P(Ys ¢ V), 
s<~t 
because of {Y,. E V Vr <~ t} C_{Y s ~ V} i f s  ~< t. Moreover, 
(P(Yt c V ) -  7rt(V)) 2 = ( f t -  1) lv (y )nt (y )  
3 
I I J ;  - 
Hence, the assertion follows from Theorem 3.6. [] 
Surprisingly, the SA with time-dependent energy function (and ~ < 1) seems to resist 
calculations as in G6tze (1992) for the ordinary SA, where more applicable constants 
than our (1 +K I/2~:) were obtained. 
Remark 3.9. Throughout he paper we have used a bound for the spectral gap of the 
form e /~,m. As Theorem 2.1 shows these bounds are optimal up to a constant. On the 
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other hand, since usually, m, or mt resp., are as hard to determine as the argument where 
Ut attains its minimum, these bounds as well as the associated cooling schedules arc 
not very applicable. For practical use, Poincara-type or Cheeger-type bounds as have 
been obtained by Diaconis and Stroock (1991) and G6tze (1992) seem to be preferable. 
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